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The national question  

1. As a general rule socialists do not want to see countries broken up into small nation-states. Ours is the 

revolutionary call for humanity to shed the flag-waving, imagined community of the nation-state. 

2. Socialists are the most consistent internationalists and unreservedly denounce any tactical pandering to, 

let alone attempts to exacerbate, national tensions. 

3. Socialists want a positive solution to the national question in the interests of the working class: that is, the 

merging of nations. That can only be achieved through democracy and the right of all to fully develop their 

own culture. 

4. Where national questions exist, Left Unity will fight to secure the right of nations to self-determination. 

Historically constituted peoples should be able to freely decide their own destiny. They can separate if they 

so wish. Thereby they can also elect to come together or stay together with others. 

5. The British nation evolved from the gradual bonding of the English, Welsh and Scottish. Drawn together 

over centuries by common political and economic experience, they now in the main possess a common 

language, culture and psychology. 

6. The birth of the British nation was a progressive development objectively. Nevertheless, because it was 

carried out under the aegis of a brutal absolutism it was accompanied by countless acts of violence and 

discrimination. 

7. As post-boom British imperialism was forced to turn inwards, and in the absence of a viable proletarian 

alternative, resistance in Scotland and Wales often took a national form. A mythologised past was deployed 

by nationalists, opportunists and Labourites alike to serve their nefarious purposes. 

8. Left Unity stands opposed to every form of Scottish and Welsh national narrow-mindedness. Equally we 

oppose every form of British/English national chauvinism. Ideas of exclusiveness or superiority, national 

oppression itself, obscure the fundamental antagonism between labour and capital, and divert attention from 

the need to unite against the common enemy – the British capitalist state. 

9. While socialists defend the right of Scotland and Wales to secede, we do not want separation. Socialists 

want the closest union circumstances allow. That is why we stand for a federal republic of England, Scotland 

and Wales. 

10. It is the proletarian-internationalist duty of socialists in Scotland and Wales to defend the right of the 

Scots and Welsh to remain with and achieve an even higher degree of unity with the English. 

Correspondingly socialists in England must be the best defenders of the right of Scotland and Wales to 

separate. That in no way contradicts the duty to advocate unity. 

11. Ireland is Britain’s oldest colony. In 1921 Ireland was dissected – a sectarian Six County statelet was 

created in order to permanently divide the Irish working class and perpetuate British domination over the 

whole island of Ireland. 



12. We socialists in Britain unconditionally support the right of the people of Ireland to reunite. Working class 

opposition to British imperialism in Ireland is a necessary condition for our own liberation – a nation that 

oppresses another can never itself be free. The struggle for socialism in Britain and national liberation in 

Ireland are closely linked. 

13. Socialists in Ireland likewise have internationalist duties. They must fight for the friendship between 

workers in Britain and Ireland and their speediest coming together. They must be resolute opponents of 

nationalism. 

 


